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The Whimple News Team

‘What’s On’ in Whimple
October
7 Oct
Coffee Morning/Bazaar
Victory Hall
10-12am 8
Oct
Over 60's Mystery Tour with Lunch,
leaving at
10.30am
10 Oct WI Talk on Spinning. Guests Welcome. Victory Hall
7.30pm 14 Oct Royal British Legion (Womens Section)
Jumble Sale - Cakes, Produce and Draw Victory Hall
17 Oct Over 60's Talk by Mr Cliff Benton on Wood Carving
21 Oct Over 60's Coffee Morning
Victory Hall
10-12am
November

Please use the Whimple Diary held in the Post Office for
checking availability of venues and booking events.
If your Association has an event which you would like listed
above please contact Vicky Stewart on 823374.
St Mary’s Church
Monthly Programme of Services
1st

Sunday

2nd
3rd

Sunday
Sunday

4th

Sunday

5th

Sunday

8am
11am
11am
8am
10.30am
11am
8am

Holy Communion
Family Service
Parish Communion
Holy Communion
Service with a Smile
Parish Communion
Holy Communion or
Joint Benefice Communion

Whimple News is published bi-monthly and run by a
group of local volunteers. Articles of local interest
can be e-mailed to Bob at bob.scanlan@eclipse.co.uk
or handed in to Gordon at the Post Office.
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It hardly seems like two months since the last issue of
Whimple News but it’s already autumn - a season when
we can particularly enjoy the differing shades and hues of
colours so evident in this part of the country. I think I
agree with the view that green is God’s favourite colour!
I’m pleased that this issue contains a new regular
contribution from Cliff Benton who, working alongside the
History Society, will be keeping us informed about the
history of Whimple and its people. We’re grateful that
Carly and her family are safely housed following the awful
fire.
Some have suggested that it would be good if we could
repeat last year’s New Year’s Eve get together in the
Square. It would be good to know what you think and
we’ll keep the village in touch with any plans in the next
issue (due at the beginning of December).
Please keep the articles coming! We are also wholly
dependent on the many people who faithfully distribute
the News - our special thanks to them. Contributions for
the next issue please to the Post Office (or by e-mail to
bob.scanlan@eclipse co.uk) by 20th November.
With good wishes
Peter Smith
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trophy for the best exhibit in this section.
The Beer and Wine section was a little one sided with Marion Turner
winning all the classes in this section. Surely someone else has an
illicit still they can get going to put up a challenge next year!
There was another major upset in the Homecraft Section this year with
nimble fingers Fred Finch taking the honours for his fruit cake for the
second year running well done Fred! There were a good number of
tasty looking exhibits in this section and it was difficult not to tuck
into them before the judge did! The overall winner in this section was
Ann Bowden. There were some amazing exhibits in the pot plant
section with many of them being raised in the rarefied atmosphere that
is to be found in Feniton! Once again, Ken Branston won the Briar
Shield for this section. Finally and by no means least Section 1,
Flowers and Vegetables, had some very good entries. Every year our
varied climate throws out a new challenge for the classes in this
section and this year was no exception. All the classes were well
supported and the overall winner in this section was Valerie Spry.
Following the unfortunate car accident in which our king of the
computer keyboard (John Shepherd that is) was involved, we did
wonder how we would cope this year. However, using a wide range of
technological systems, information was relayed to our nerve centre in
Grove Road by mobile phone, by foot, by car and by bicycle. Much to
our relief, everything ran very smoothly. It was good to see that John
did make it down to the show in his temporary executive transport and
we were relieved that he was able to carry out his usual tasks for us
many thanks John. We are also very grateful to all those people who
turned up to help us get the Hall ready and of course to take it all
down again. Above all we are very grateful to all of you who entered,
for after all, without your entries there would be no
Sh
ow! For all of you who like to start planning early,
next year's Flower Show will be on Saturday 11th
August 2001.
We will be holding our Annual General Meeting on
Wednesday 29th November 2000 at Sandfords. The
meeting starts at 7.30 pm and if there is anyone who
would like to join our Committee or just like to find out
more about the VPA, please come along, but get there
early to beat the rush!
4
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WHIMPLE AND DISTRICT

This years Flower Show proved once again just how much talent there
is in the village. Our hopes for a good show were well and truly
fulfilled and we were particularly pleased to see so many new people
put in entries. Numbers were well up on last year with 607 entries
from 80 exhibitors. We hope that those people who exhibited for the
first time enjoyed taking part and will do so again next year. Our
congratulations to all the prize-winners and a full list appears
separately. As in previous years, the judges commented on the high
standard of exhibits in all the sections, so congratulations to all who
made the effort.
The childrens classes showed their usual colourful and imaginative
ideas and all credit to all those who entered this year. Particular
congratulations go to those who managed to bring their plants for
display and perhaps next year a few more will make it to the display
table. Winners of the trophies in each age group of the Childrens
sections were Alex Bowden, Kitty Macklin, Samuel Bowker and
Fabienne Styles.
The Photography Classes again proved to be very popular and the
judge certainly had his work cut out having to select winners in each
class. The overall winner in this section was Ena Northcott.
The Arts and Crafts had a wide range of first class exhibits and there
were certainly some worthy winners in the various classes. The
overall winner in this section was Rachel Owen. Although having
fewer entries than usual, the Floral Arrangement
section was well up to its traditional
high standard. The judge was
once again very impressed
wi t h t he di s pl ays and
Melonie Bolden took the
trophy for the overall winner with
Margaret Bucknell taking the

Edith Grout
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Big Night In! events……………
THE WEIRD SISTERS present Its Uncanny
Saturday 21st October at 7.30pm at the Whimple Village Hall
The lives of Steph and Jo are seen as schoolgirls, students, thirtysomethings, and old ladies in a residential home, in a show
punctuated by great contemporary music,
and featuring physical transformations,
mask work, sharp dialogue and audience
participation. This show, a hit in the fringe
festivals from Vancouver to Edinburgh is
suitable for everyone 14 years and upwards
who isn't afraid to be shocked.
…..hilarious, disturbing, always
honest…..highly inflammable humour
Edinburgh Evening News.
Tickets: £3.50 (£2.00 concession) from
Whimple Post Office
For information and tickets phone 01404 822008.

KEN HAINES PUPPETS present Goldilocks
Saturday 9th December 3.00 with Party Tea to follow show at the
Whimple Village Hall
This well known story gets a twist in the tale from Frank Muirs retelling
of the story of a small bear, a medium sized bear, an enormous bear
and a girl with problem hair. Actors, puppets and live music combine
in Ken Haines new show that is a guaranteed crowd pleaser.
Tickets (includes Party Tea): £3.50 (Child £2.00), Family £9.00 (£7.00
conc)
(2 Adults+ 2 Children, or 1+3).
Get your tickets at Whimple Post Office.
So far Whimple Big Night In! has no committee or meetings. It is
running with the help of a number of people doing anything from little
bits to lots.
If you feel you could help …….putting the odd poster up somewhere
you go anyway…… putting leaflets through a few letterboxes near
you…….. serving teas………. helping set up chairs ………take tickets
on the door…….and so on………….your help would be very welcome.
Sometimes we need to provide accommodation for the visiting Big
Night In! artists. We need people who would be willing to put one or
more of them up from time to time.
Please phone Louise on 01404 822008.
6
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GOING ON HOLIDAY?I’m sure that like
many other people you are concerned about leaving
your home when you go on holiday. Your fears are
not unfounded, according to Reader’s Digest; your
house is most at risk at this time. The last thing you
want is to arrive home tanned and relaxed to find
that your house has been broken into!
Suddenly, you are stressed out by the feeling that someone else has been
through your most personal things, not to mention the damage they may
have caused.
The good news is that most burglars are opportunists, so the key is not to
leave any signs that could reveal your absence. Here are ten simple steps
that you can take to beat the burglar and ensure you don’t suffer any
unwanted holiday surprises:
1.
Cancel all newspapers and milk deliveries and ask a neighbour to
make sure the free papers are pushed through the door.
2.
Make sure your postman pushes the mail right through your
letterbox. Remove any internal cages to stop them becoming
crammed full.
3.
Disconnect your telephone answering machine and never leave a
message saying that you are away on holiday.
4.
Ask a neighbour to mow the grass and clear any leaves from the
front of the property or make sure you do it just before you leave.
5.
If you leave a key with a trusted friend or neighbour so that they can
check on your house, ask them to open and draw the curtains.
6.
Install several timer switches to turn lights, TVs and radios on and off
to create the illusion that the house is occupied.
7.
Many households own more than one car. A neighbour may want to
use your drive whilst you are away, reinforcing the illusion that your
house is occupied.
8.
Inform your insurance company if you will be away for some time.
Some policies don’t cover long absences and may require an
upgrade. Make sure you have adequate cover before you go.
9.
Don’t tell anyone you are going away unless absolutely necessary.
10. Never put your home address on your luggage as burglars spend
time at the airports looking to find out where you live.
SO SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH SCHEME.
John Munslow 01404 823456
36

NEWS FROM P.O. CORNER
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TALE VALLEY TRUST LAUNCHED

Last Posting Dates for Christmas
Monday 2 October
Surface mail to all non-European destinations except
Canada, Far East, Middle East, Hong Kong, South Africa & USA
Monday 16
October
Surface mail to the Far East and Middle East
Monday 30
October
Surface mail to Canada, Hong Kong, South Africa and the USA
Saturday 11 November
Surface mail to Eastern Europe
Saturday 18 November
Surface mail to Western Europe
Thursday 7
December
Airmail letters to addresses outside Europe
Thursday 14 December
Airmail letters to Europe
Monday 18
December
Second Class
Thursday 21 December

ATTENTION ALL CAT LOVERS

10

You may be interested to hear of the launch of this new charity.
The Tale Valley Trust (TVT) was formed with the following
objectives:
The advancement of education of the public concerning
wildlife, the countryside, history, archaeology, art, architecture
and other subjects important to the Tale Valley.


The Tale Valley stretches just to the north and east of Whimple.
The river Tale starts in the Hemburys and ends when that river
joins the river Otter.
Projects for the charity are being assessed, but will probably
include restoration work on the river itself as well as the
promotion of environmentally favourable amenities.
If anyone wants to know more, please feel free to contact me in
the first instance.
Miles Leonard

tel: 822415

Whimple WI
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OVER 65s PARTY
1st December 2000

Cliff Benton

Old Whimple Tales
In cooperation with Whimple History Society a series of tales are planned.
Have you any stories, comic or tragic of earlier times in and around
Whimple? Your family-remembered stories could interest other
Whimpolians so contact one of our reporters who will write up the story to
appear in a regular section in Whimple News.
Call Cliff Benton 822909 or
Stephen Owen 823223
32
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NEW FACES AT THE THIRSTY FARMER

Volunteer?



None of the above are true. Everyone has something to offer the community
in which they live, and many people are already involved in volunteering,
although they dont see it as that when they do someone's shopping, walk their
dog, run them to the doctors, or a hundred and one other acts of kindness.
Voluntary action or volunteering is simply the giving of your time to someone
other than a relative, for no monetary reward, and about half the adult
population is involved in formal volunteering for organisations in the U. K,
giving an average of 2 hours per week.
So, why volunteer? to use skills you have or gain new ones, to make new
friends, to get out of the house, to enhance your CV, to have fun, because you
feel you have something to offer, to mix with people who are different from
you, to travel or anything else you can think of all are valid reasons.
How can I find voluntary work? Many people find voluntary work through word
of mouth, through friends, or by looking at window displays, notice boards or
the internet. Increasingly, people come up with their own ideas. The A30
campaign was voluntary action volunteering in a less traditional guise. A
group of parents starting a playgroup are also volunteers, though they might
not use that term to describe themselves.
You can also contact the East Devon Volunteer Bureau who can offer
information on vacancies throughout East Devon and advise you on all
aspects of becoming involved in voluntary action such as which organisations
are looking for volunteers, how to get a community group started to do your
own project, what to expect as a volunteer.
We can make introductions or give you the information to follow up for
yourself.
The Bureau is at The Volunteer Centre, Dowell Street, Honiton, EXI4 ILZ. It is
open to callers from 10.00 - 3.00 Mon Thurs and 10.00 - 12.00 Fridays. The
Co-ordinator, Judith Kemp, will meet you in your locality if travel is difficult for
you, evening appointments can also be made. We are a registered charity and
make no charge for finding volunteers for community groups.
Judith Kemp
Volunteer Bureau Co-ordinator
Tel: 549045
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BRAINTEASER
I like this one

--

It is night time and four adventurers are crossing open land. Behind
them the enemy is closing fast. The four reckon they have a 17
minute lead when they arrive at a torrent spanned by a bridge so
narrow that it can take a maximum of only two people at a time.
Alice is full of energy and will take only one minute to get across,
Bob will make it in two, but Charlie has
a hurt leg and will need five minutes,
and Deirde is near to exhaustion and
will take ten minutes.
They have only one torch between the
four of them and each pair needs its
light to cross safely. Someone has to
bring it back to the start, and each pair
can cross only at the speed of the
slower walker.
How do they all get across in 17 minutes?
Answer to last problems:
First problem Fill the 5 litre jar and from this fill the 3 litre, thus
leaving 2 in the 5 jar, throw away the contents of the 3 jar and pour
the 2 litres from the 5 into the 3. Fill the 5 up to the top again and
use that to top up the 3 jar thus leaving 4 litres in the 5 litre jar. If you
can be bothered -try to measure exactly one litre with same
equipment which you should find easy but, for the real anoraks, find
all the possible measures between one and 13 litres with only 1 each
of 9 and 4 litre jars. It can be done but you are on your own - no
answers next issue!
Second problem - threepence, sixpence, shilling, florin, half crown,
crown and ? answer - ten shillings i.e. 120 pennies.
-

Gordon
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PARKING IN THE SQUARE

STOP PRESS
LOCAL PUB WINS FOOD PUB OF THE YEAR DEVON
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Expansion Arts Limited

EXPANSION

Community Arts Dance
Development Forum

Sydney House,
Broadclyst
Devon
EX5 3AB

Phone:
462997
Fax:
460409

0 1 3 9 2
0 1 3 9 2

DANCE IN BROADCLYST
Classes held in the Broadclyst Victory Hall
TUESDAYS Beginning 12th September 2000
4.00 - 5.00 Mostly ballet for 5 - 8 year olds
5.00 - 6.00 Mostly ballet for 8 - 11 year olds
THURSDAYS DANCE FORUM
Beginning 14th September 2000
4.00-5.00 for 11- 14 year olds
Jazz, pop, latin, street funk, what ever the class decides to do
5.00 6.00 14 years old and upwards. Boys and girls
As above - exploring different dance styles and rhythms with
emphasis on choreography and performance.
SWEET CHARITY
Sweet Charity has grown out of Dance Forum - a performance
group performing in Exeter and East Devon throughout the
summer in aid of the British Heart Foundation.
What better way to keep fit! This group needs to be highly
motivated, professional and committed. Sounds like your kind of
fun? Then ring Lee Gedrych 01392 462997.
Up to two tasters @ £2.50. each or £25.00 for 10 week term.
-

-
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Organisations in Whimple
Whimple and Broadclyst Young Farmers’ Club

Whimple Parish Council

Whimple Youth Club
Royal British Legion
St. Mary’s Church

Whimple Football Club

Devon County Councillor

Whimple Tennis Club

Whimple County Primary School
Whimple History Society

Whimple Cricket Club
Whimple Victory Hall Management Committee

Whimple Mothers Union
Whimple Post Office
Whimple Pre-School & Toddler Group
Whimple Pantomime Group
Whimple Womens Institute

Whimple News

Whimple Over Sixties Club

St. Mary's Bellringers

Whimple Recreation Trust

Whimple Scout Group

Whimple Village Produce Association.
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